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Abstract: Dams and the water systems they support must be monitored, maintained, and repaired
when necessary so they can continue to provide benefits to the communities they serve. This study
presents the methods and results from a robotic crawler-based ground penetrating radar (GPR)
inspection of rehabilitated concrete from a hydroelectric dam spillway located in Alabama, USA. This
spillway, which was recently inspected and repaired, showed evidence of spalling which indicated
internal structural deterioration. Standard practice would leave these repairs uninspected or put the
wellbeing of people at risk when deploying them on the spillway for manual inspections. GPR data
were recorded from recently rehabilitated and resurfaced areas of the site to evaluate the capability
of a remotely controlled robotic crawler system to assure repair quality efficiently and effectively.
The results indicate that high quality data can be recorded from repairs without the need for manual
inspection. The GPR was able to resolve repair length, thickness, number of reinforcements, reinforce-
ment spacing, and cover depth. The study encountered several difficulties, and the author proposes
future pathways of development for safely inspecting critical dam infrastructure with steep slopes
and slippery, rough surfaces.

Keywords: ground penetrating radar; robotic crawler; concrete testing; non-destructive testing;
hydroelectric dam; water management; geophysics; infrastructure

1. Introduction

Dams are a critical feature in many water management systems, but the aging process
has put the structural integrity of many dams at risk. Dams made of concrete are particularly
troubled since weathering can cause erosion of the surface; constant exposure to moisture
may cause corrosion and expansion of reinforcements which may crack the concrete; alkali–
silica reaction, fire exposure, or freezing–thawing processes may cause spalling. All of these
can have deleterious effects on dam spillways such as reduced strength, shortened use life,
or even failure.

The current conditions of dams in the United States, for example, are troubling; 2300 of
the 15,600 dams classified as high-hazard structures are deficient [1]. The average age of
dams in the United States is 57 years, and it is estimated that 70% of dams will be over
50 years of age by 2030 [1]. While age is not necessarily an inditement on condition, it is
likely that many of these are not built to modern construction standards. This is evident in
some of the recent dam failures in California and Michigan. Funding for the inspection and
repair of dams has also increased in recent years. The Twenty-First Century Dams Act was
approved in July of 2021 by the United States Congress “to provide funding to rehabilitate,
retrofit, and remove the Nation’s dams to improve the health of the Nation’s rivers, improve
public safety, and increase clean energy production.” The funding outlined in the Act
specifically is allocated for rehabilitation, dam safety, inspection, staffing, etc. Despite this
increased interest and re-allocation of funds, it remains important to develop safe, low-cost
methods for inspecting concrete dams and assuring the quality of rehabilitation.
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A growing recognition of the scale of this problem across the world has prompted
research into non-destructive testing (NDT) of concrete for defect characterization [2,3],
condition and leakage assessments [4–8], and failure prediction models of both embank-
ment and concrete dams [9,10]. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been one of the most
widely studied techniques for structural assessments. The application of GPR to detect
structural elements [11] and defects [12] in concrete is now well documented. Researchers
have conducted field tests over the past decade to evaluate the effectiveness of GPR for
characterizing concrete dams [2–8,13], pavements [14,15], bridge decks [16,17], and other
specialty infrastructure [13,18,19]. This helped to mature our understanding of the problem
and refine our testing methods and protocols for these applications.

The development of NDT for concrete has been significant along three pathways. First,
our understanding of defect localization and characterization has grown [12,18,20–22].
Methods for identifying cracks, delamination, honeycombing, and voiding in concrete
structures are well understood. Depth, breadth, and orientation of delamination and other
defects can be measured with high-frequency GPR [2]. Comprehensive data processing
methods now assist in modelling and measurement of such targets [22,23], including
automatic detection of signal phase and reflection geometry [22].

Second, many studies have been completed to help evaluate moisture, chloride gradi-
ents, and corrosion of steel members [24–26]. These studies have found relationships be-
tween corrosive effects and both GPR signal amplitude and attenuation rates. Lower wave
amplitudes resulted from reduced reinforcement surface area because of oxidation and at-
tenuation rates increased based on moisture and chloride content. Full-waveform inversion
and numerical analysis have been particularly useful in reconstructing condition maps.

Finally, much research has been conducted on dam leakage. While electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT) has been a popular tool for earthen dams [27,28], GPR has been critical to
investigating leakage of concrete dam faces [5,7,8]. Research has found that leakage zones
may cause amplitude reductions near the surface due to increased moisture content [5],
but also may reveal pathways of leakage from high amplitude reflection events where the
leakage zone contrasts with the surrounding fill [5,7]. Other researchers have identified
frequency downshift as a possible indicator for leakage since the highest frequencies of
the broadband GPR antenna will be absorbed first in locations with more moisture [8].
Leakage studies are important because they can also reveal locations of probable voiding
from erosion processes.

While the application of GPR to evaluate defects, conditions, and leakage have been
the subject of many studies, no investigations are published on the possibility of quality
assurance following the refurbishment of concrete with these problems. This development
would be significant to apply to all concrete structures, but dams on steep slopes present
unique safety concerns and data acquisition problems for such investigations. The purpose
of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of an unmanned robotic crawler integrated with
a GPR sensor for inspecting the refinished concrete surface of a particularly problematic
hydroelectric dam spillway (Figure 1). Specifically, this study tested system durability, data
acquisition speed, sources of noise, and data quality for the purposes of quality assurance
of refinished concrete at the site. Research into the development of autonomous and robotic
deployment methods for GPR has been forthcoming [29–34], but much of this work has
been focused on flat surface acquisition and none for steep dam slopes. Thus, an inductive
approach was taken for this study by developing an integrated system (crawler and GPR)
based on expected site conditions and the data required to effectively evaluate the repaired
and refinished surfaces. The outcomes of this study identify successes and failures with this
specific deployment method and will assist other researchers working on similar problems
or those building similar solutions to speed up pathways toward large-scale inspection
of deteriorating infrastructure. The results of this study will facilitate progress on future
developments in inspection technology addressing specialty infrastructure consisting of
large areas, steep slopes, rough surfaces, and/or active water flow across surfaces.
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Figure 1. Photograph showing crawler with GPR being lowered onto spillway and locations of
example resurfaced concrete.

The dam under investigation is in Alabama, USA and was built to provide water
supply, flood control, and hydroelectric power (its associated power plant generates over
327 million KWh per year). Construction began in 1923 and was completed in 1926. The
dam is 51 m high, 610 m long, is controlled by 20 gates, and has a discharge capacity of
3800 m3/s. The associated lake covers an area of roughly 16,000 ha and stretches 49 km
upstream. This dam is a critical piece of infrastructure for its hydrological, energy, and
economic importance.

The dam currently suffers from erosion, delamination, and surface spalling (Figure 2),
and was selected as the test site due to concern over structural integrity. Since a refur-
bishment plan was put in place for this asset, it was deemed an appropriate and timely
site to conduct this investigation. A program was previously undertaken to inspect the
entirety of the accessible dam spillway and rehabilitate spalled areas [2]. Since this dam
was not subject to fire and is not reinforced, spalling is most likely due to freezing/thawing
episodes and alkali–silica reactions typical of cement used in construction during the 1920s.
The long life this dam has enjoyed also contributed to the current state of deteriorated
surface condition. Areas with observable spalling were filled, reinforced, and resurfaced.
Inspections also uncovered areas indicative of delamination in the concrete which were
subsequently demolished to solid concrete, reinforced, filled, and resurfaced.
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Figure 2. Photograph of spillway surface showing significant spalling left of red line.

2. Materials and Methods

This project tested the design and applicability of a remotely controlled robotic crawler
to access the spillway and image repaired and resurfaced concrete that suffered from
spalling and delamination (Figure 2). While the project considered the use of other robotic
options, such as UAV, the concrete condition, and steep slope of the spillway were not
amenable to the use of UAV at this time. Over a two-day period, the design and mobility of
the crawler itself were tested as well as the ability to remotely collect GPR data. The crawler
(Figure 3), designed by ICM (Ithica, NY, USA), uses a vacuum motor and neoprene treads
to adhere to and travel on vertical or near vertical surfaces. An attachment was constructed
to hold and maneuver the GPR system on the crawler. A mechanism was added to raise
and lower the GPR to the surface while on the spillway. This provided the ability to raise
the GPR off the ground while preparing to acquire data and then lower the GPR back onto
the surface during data acquisition. A GoPro was attached to the crawler to visualize the
GPR’s mechanical performance in real time. The crawler with attached GPR was lowered
with ropes from the top of the dam to the spillway below (Figure 4a). The crawler was
then operated remotely through cables running from the crawler to a console. The crawler
with GPR was tested by collecting data specifically over patched concrete that was recently
refinished (Figure 4b). GPR data acquisition was operated wirelessly from the deck of the
dam with an iPad (Figure 4c).
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GPR is widely applied to solve archaeological [35,36], forensic [37,38], environmen-
tal [39], engineering [40], and agricultural [41] problems. GPR generates electromagnetic
radio waves from an antenna that is pushed or pulled along the ground surface and records
backscattered echoes from reflections off material changes in the subsurface [42]. These an-
tennas are typically considered ground coupled so much of the energy propagates through
the subsurface and only limited amounts of energy travel above the ground through the air.
The amount of energy reflected at a subsurface discontinuity is primarily dependent on
the degree of contrast in dielectric permittivity values of the two materials [43,44]. Larger
differences in dielectric permittivity result in recorded echoes of higher amplitude, while
less contrast results in subtler responses. Antenna frequencies influence the depth of pene-
tration and resolution where higher frequencies may record reflections from smaller objects
but will only prospect to shallow depths, and lower frequencies will penetrate deeper into
the subsurface but may only record reflection events from larger objects or layers [43,44].
Typical frequencies for concrete inspection range from 1 to 3 GHz. Object or layer size,
shape, and orientation will influence the reflection geometry recorded by the GPR. A GPR
system can record data in 1, 2, or 3-dimensions depending on the deployment method. This
study focused on 2D data acquisition and presentation to assess selected concrete repairs,
which would facilitate the comparisons with prescribed repair specifications (see Section 4).

A Proceq GP8000 stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) GPR manufactured
by Screening Eagle Technologies (Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) was selected for data
acquisition. This SFCW sensor produces a broad range of frequencies from approximately
0.2 GHz to 4.0 GHz. Many have documented the benefits of producing this wide range
with a “single tone” and then transforming the reflected wave from the frequency domain
to the time domain [45–50]. For example, resolution and depth tend to improve, there
is generally a high signal-to-noise ratio, and SFCW GPR typically requires lower power
outputs. One potential drawback of SFCW GPR is the possibility of direct wave signal
saturation due to transmitter/receiver coupling [45]. This phenomenon may impede the
receiver from recording reflection events from weak return signals generated at depth. A
second potential drawback is the need for a longer signal duration [47]. This is required to
step up frequencies during wave generation and may slow down data acquisition rates.
Since the resurfaced targets were shallow (often in the first few centimeters) and the crawler
velocity was slow, it was concluded that the potential benefits outweighed the drawbacks
which would only have a negligible impact on investigation outcomes.

The GPR collected data at a step rate of 1 scan/cm and a total time window of 16 ns.
Both linear gains and time gains were applied in the field to maximize the likelihood of
identifying possible targets of interest. In general, the linear gain was set to 25 dB and
the time gain was set to 4.9 dB/ns. A hyperbola fit was applied to estimate dielectric
permittivity and ultimately thickness of repair and reinforcement cover depth. The concrete
had an average dielectric permittivity of approximately 9.5 and, thus, an average wave
velocity of approximately 0.097 m/ns during the investigation.

3. Results

Site conditions were windy during the first day of trials. When lowering the crawler
to the spillway, its position was unstable, and the system rotated during descent. Once in
the appropriate orientation, the crawler was lowered completely onto the spillway surface.
It became evident that the impact of lowering the crawler to the concrete slab created
stress on the arm holding the GPR and possibly on the GPR itself. Once flushed with the
surface of the concrete, the crawler’s vacuum motor was switched on and the crawler’s
maneuverability was tested. The crawler generally operated well, but on a few very rough
surfaces, the vacuum lost its seal. The fixed position of the wheels and GPR made turning
difficult. Some modifications were required before data could adequately be acquired with
the GPR. For example, the GPR struggled to collect data when positioned in the front of
the crawler and pushed on the ground surface since the sensor would get caught on large
pieces of aggregate or cracks in the concrete. The odometer embedded in the GPR wheels is
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required to rotate for the GPR to generate a signal and record subsurface responses. When
pushing the GPR over rough terrain, the wheels often did not consistently maintain contact
and rotate. Continuous data profiles were unable to be recorded during day 1 of trials.

Many of the issues encountered during the first day of testing were resolved prior to
the second day of testing. An extended arm boom with a pulley facilitated an easier and
more stable lowering of the crawler from the top of the dam (Figure 5). This consisted of an
extension approximately 1 m in length from the side of the spillway lip which provided
much more control in lowering the crawler down to the spillway. A PVC bumper (see
Figure 3) was added to reduce impact stress on the GPR and the crawler’s arm. Data
collection was greatly improved by positioning the GPR in the rear of the crawler and
dragging the sensor rather than pushing it. Wheel contact remained more consistent which
allowed for continuous data acquisition and clear results (Figure 6). Streaming video of the
GPR in real time with the GoPro was instrumental in identifying wheel skips, contact issues
and quickly troubleshooting them. While communication was good overall between the
GPR and the tablet, some problems arose when the distance exceeded approximately 100 m.
At these distances (sometimes shorter) the wireless connection dropped, and the data
ceased to be logged. The crawler had to be driven closer to the tablet to regain connection.
This may be fixable with a wireless amplifier to extend the distance of communication
between the data logger and GPR. Some noise was present in the GPR data profiles collected
with the crawler (Figure 6), but it remains unclear if the source of the noise was the crawler
itself or some other external factor.
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The GPR recorded clear, high-resolution data of the refinished areas on the spillway
(Figure 7). Data were of sufficient quality to measure the approximate width and thickness
of repair, count the number of hyperbolic reflection responses indicative of steel reinforce-
ments, and evaluate the consistency of reinforcement spacing and depth. Measurements
indicate the width of the repair under investigation was approximately 130 cm. The bottom
of the repair is indicated by a horizontal reflection event. Using this response, the repair
can be measured at 12 cm thick (Figure 7). Seven hyperbolic reflections were recorded with
the GPR. These were spaced approximately 15 cm (6 inches) apart with minimal variation.
The depths of reflections from reinforcements varied by less than 3 cm with the range of
depths between roughly 2 cm and 4 cm deep (Figure 7).
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4. Discussion

Most problems that arose during crawler deployment were minor and easily mitigated
within the two days onsite. Two benefits were confirmed from the robotic deployment.
First, it allowed for previously inaccessible portions of the dam to be scanned with GPR.
Second, the spillway could also be accessed remotely, keeping technicians safely on the
platform of the dam. The spillway was steep, slippery, and dangerous to work on. The
previous inspection of the dam which located delamination was conducted manually. The
infrastructure needed for the manual collection of GPR data on the spillway was much
greater in terms of both time and money than the deployment of the robotic crawler. The
approximate time required to construct scaffolding to access the spillway took four days
with another two days to break down. Procuring adequate scaffolding was expensive in
addition to expenses for crew and crane rental. Robotic data collection was much more
streamlined and cost effective as it required no scaffolding for access.

The data collected with the GPR was able to verify that specifications were met for
repairs of the concrete surface. According to the scope, saw cuts shall be perpendicular
to the concrete surface or tilted inwards between 5 and 10 degrees, and 15 cm × 15 cm
wire mesh will be added to the pour area for crack control (size W9 × W9 mesh for pours
deeper than 10 cm and W6 × W6 size for pours 10 cm or less). The GPR data indicate
a roughly perpendicular shape to the sides of the repair as evidenced by the horizontal
reflection event approximately 12 cm below the surface (Figure 7). The reflection trend
does not indicate a descending/ascending bottom of repair, suggesting a “pit shape” but
rather a squared angle cut both upslope and downslope of the repair. The GPR recorded
hyperbolic reflection responses consistent with 15 cm × 15 cm wire mesh as specified for
the repair. The depth of concrete was 12 cm and thus the size of the wire mesh should be
W9 × W9; however, the data collected in this circumstance were not conducive to making
such an estimate. This would be an important upgrade for future research.

There were several limitations to this study as well. First, the investigation was
conducted over a two-day period. While we were able to troubleshoot many of the
deployment problems encountered over the two days it still only was enough time to collect
a limited amount of data. Additional days on site would provide a better understanding of
the mechanical limitations of the crawler and would allow for more modifications. Second,
the system was only able to test a limited number of repaired and refurbished locations,
and only in 2D. The study produced no 3D visualizations of refurbished concrete; thus, no
volumetric measurements could be calculated with the current data. Third, the collected
data was of high quality but may not be representative of data collected on other structures
manufactured with different concrete materials or other project sites presenting different
conditions. Future deployments at other dams would help validate the quality of results
collected at the current site and provide comparisons for wider applications. Fourth, only
one GPR sensor was tested at this site. Although this sensor produces a wide range of
frequencies, additional testing with a different GPR would provide a basis for comparison.
Varying the number of wheels would help test maneuverability, varying wave generation
methods (SFCW vs. pulsed) would help test acquisition speed, and varying frequencies
would verify which parts of the spectrum are most applicable. Low frequencies could
provide a benefit in situations where refurbishment was thick while ultra-high frequencies
might provide more detail on surficial repairs. Finally, data acquisition was much slower
with the crawler than with operating the GPR manually with a human technician. Velocity
limitations will have to be overcome to apply this technique on a large scale.

Based on our initial findings, there appear to be many pathways of worthwhile future
research. First, there is unwanted noise in the data. While this might be removed using
frequency or background filters during post-processing, it is important to know what the
source of the noise is. It is likely to be the crawler itself, but this should be tested. Data
acquired during the manual inspection of the dam did not contain the same category of
noise and suggests influence from the robot. If the components of the crawler that are
producing noise can be isolated, then dampeners, or frequency cancelling mechanisms can
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be applied to minimize or reduce noise. The effects of noise did not compromise the current
study because the targets were shallow, but thicker refurbishments might be impacted by
such noise.

Second, the crawler permits safe data acquisition, but speed was a problem. Across
the two days, only a few refinished areas were tested. While quality assurance testing can
be performed in a short period of time, there should be a move towards large area data
collection for the inspection phase. This would prevent the need to include human techni-
cians on the surface and improve project safety. One of the problems with data collection
speed stemmed from GPR odometer contact with the rough surface. Odometer skipping
causes breaks in the data and can influence data continuity and measurement accuracy
(an example can be seen in the third hyperbola from the left in Figure 7). Redesigned GPR
wheels that account for rugged terrain might mitigate against this problem and encourage
enhanced data acquisition speeds. An alternative to this would be to reduce the number of
wheels down from 4 to 2, which may improve maneuverability and help maintain contact,
especially if both wheels have an odometer. A benefit of continued contact is a consistent
data stream.

Third, positioning mechanisms need to be developed for accurate georeferencing of
data and smoother workflow. GPS seemed to be an inappropriate method on such a steep
slope. If a GPS is to be deployed, it should have tilt compensation for accurate positioning
in three-dimensional space while the crawler is moving up a steep slope or vertical face.
A robotic total station may be a better approach to tracking and following the GPR, but
novel positioning systems should be considered. One issue that a robotic total station
might have is with datum setup. The total station needs to be placed in a location of the
spillway that can also detect the GPR throughout its data capture. If the total station needs
to be placed on the spillway itself, then this defeats the purpose of an unmanned data
collection system. Accelerometers should be explored to assist in compensating for the tilt
of the radar antenna. This will be critical for accurate subsurface positioning during data
processing, transformation, and creation of 3D models.

Fourth, additional relevant measurements should be calculated once data collection
speeds increase. For example, full coverage of rehabilitated areas would allow for results
on concrete volume. It has been shown that full coverage of sites or features with GPR can
provide a basis for more complex visualizations, higher-order statistical analysis, and more
diversified interpretations [51]. This will help answer additional questions that cannot be
approached with two-dimensional data.

Fifth, additional sensors should be considered for both inspection and quality assur-
ance programs. Some potential sensors to consider include ultrasonic pulse echo, eddy
current (cover meters), and half-cell potential to locate defects, characterize conditions,
or image refurbishments. Ultrasonic pulse-echo (UPE) instruments generate a mechani-
cal wave at the concrete surface which propagates through the concrete and reflects off
discontinuities such as reinforcements, delamination, or the bottom of the slab. This is a
particularly useful technique for locating cracks, voids, or delamination since air will cause
a full reflection of the ultrasonic wave. Recent advancements in UPE technology allow
for wheeled deployment, a novel design feature for UPE systems [52]. One difficulty that
might need a solution is the force at which these new UPE systems need to be pressed
against the concrete surface for adequate coupling. Cover meters work is the principles of
electromagnetic induction, contain a transmitting and receiving coil, and are used to detect
location and depth of the top layer of rebar. Some advanced cover meters can estimate
rebar diameter, usually within one rebar size [53]. This technique could help validate that
cover depth and rebar size in refurbished concrete are built to specification. Finally, half-cell
potential sensors work on the principle of electrical circuitry to evaluate electrochemical
potential at the concrete surface. According to [54], while this technique “does not provide
quantitative information on the actual corrosion rate of steel, it indicates the likelihood of
the corrosion process at the point of measurement.” Half-cell potential instruments are now
designed with wheeled deployment mechanisms for rapid data collection [54]. This also
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potentially allows for unmanned deployment which would be difficult to do with a tradi-
tional rod electrode. A problem to be solved with this technique for large-scale deployment
would be the need for connection to an exposed rebar in the dam or refurbished concrete to
create a closed loop circuit.

Sixth, artificial intelligence should be explored for rapid and reliable interpretations of
data acquired from concrete structures. Many developments are already underway [55–57],
but training on data on typical defects from dams and/or refurbished concrete needs to be
pursued. The current state of research focuses primarily on synthetic data development
with limited application of field-acquired examples. There has also been a focus on the
identification of steel reinforcements due to the standardized reflection geometry. Current
studies have found surprising accuracy in reinforcement detection using neural networks
and other models of machine learning. However, variability in size, shape, length, thick-
ness, and other parameters of defects or repairs will be a challenge, but one that needs
to be addressed in future research. Researchers have begun searching for solutions to
these challenges and have found that encoding networks of processed variations of GPR
data profiles can provide interpretive benefits when compared to a single encoded data
profile variant [58]. Single-encoded variants are typical when using machine learning to
detect reinforcements in concrete. This multi-encoded network solution is preferential for
defining and characterizing defects since they do not present with standardized geometries
or orientations.

5. Conclusions

A crawler-based system may have the potential to collect data and cover larger areas
with more efficiency as crawler design and deployment methods are improved in the future.
Robotic systems will continue to grow in usage for non-destructive testing applications, but
much of the research on unmanned deployment focuses on roadway or underground detec-
tion. This study focused on the developments and additional requirements for deployment
on harsh and particularly unsafe conditions for field operators which include steep slopes
and wet, rough, and slippery surfaces. Robotic crawlers will help inspection and repair
efforts by making difficult locations more accessible. The information acquired during
this study regarding successes and failures with robotic crawlers for spillway inspections
should be used as a baseline for future research. Additional experimental and field testing
at other locations that provide direct comparisons of reflection responses acquired with
both robots and human technicians will help build a useful database for future reference.
The continued development of rapidly deployable unmanned systems to inspect structural
defects and assure the quality of rehabilitation is imperative as the concrete infrastruc-
ture in water resource systems is actively deteriorating around the world. Developing
these systems will facilitate more applied work and protect the communities that these
infrastructure and water resources serve.
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